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Cleaning up the afterlife â€“ one spirit at a time!Â R to L (Japanese Style). Cleaning up the afterlife

â€“ one spirit at a time!Ichigo Kurosaki never asked for the ability to see ghosts, he was born with

the gift. When his family is attacked by a Hollow (a malevolent lost soul) Ichigo becomes a Soul

Reaper, dedicating his life to protecting the innocent and helping the tortured spirits themselves find

peace. Find out why Tite Kubo's Bleach has become an international manga smash-hit!The

rebellion within the Soul Society grows as doubts spread about the death sentence of ex-Soul

Reaper Rukia Kuchiki. Determined to save her, Rukia's childhood friend Renji vows to cut down the

captain of his own squad, unaware of the terrifying fate that awaits him.
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This series is almost unequaled in its depth of characters, its storylines, and its length. A well written

almost never ending tale of action adventure love betrayal death and almost everything human. Buy

the manga, Buy the movies, Buy the dvd's. If you can find it on blu-ray pick it up and keep it forever.

Its certainly worth it.

A MUST HAVE FOR ANY BLEACH FAN! Ichigo saved Rukia but can he save himself? As Ichigo

and Byakuya battle it out and Ichigo soon finds out that the only way for him to win is to use bankai,

who will win? who will be cut down? this is the battle we have all been waiting for.



Item was quickly recieved and was shipped very well. My son loves them and has added them to

the collection he has growing in his room :) Would us this seller again.

Tite Kubo, Bleach: The Black Moon Rising (ViZ, 2001)The Soul Society story arc is coming to a

close, and of course, the big battle between Ichigo and Byakua has to take place, right? That's the

subject of The Black Moon Rising, volume 19 of Bleach. While the battle itself is rather anticlimactic,

Bleach has, over time, become more than the sum of its parts, and much of the fun of any volume of

Bleach is seeing these characters interact with one another once again. This volume is simply setup

for the big end of the story arc, but as always with Tite Kubo, it's really good setup. ****
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